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Six dimensions of Freedom shotter! Just like Descent, if you remember that. You are the Anti-Virus program of a PC that is
infested with a Virus. You need to get rid of that Virus to save the PC. As you fly through the PC and free the programs from
infestation by shooting all the bad programs and virus parts, you can collect some data, that lets you learn some skills. The skills
can always be changed if you like to try something new or have the feeling another weapon option can get you an advantage in a
specific situation. There are E-Mails to collect, wich tell you a little story and context on why things are happening and some
interesting Bossfights to win. A fair warning for achievement hunters, there is a bugged achievement that is not possible to get.
Also the Multiplayer is dead, so these achievements should also be hard to get. Anyway, I can recommend this game. A unique
setting, fun level design, nice graphics and a skill system that lets you try out some stuff.
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